
 
 

 

Jinured civilians who targeted by Turkish Occupant Army 

26-2-2018 

Since 20-1-2018 the bombardment on Afrin region hasn't stop, result of more civilians 

sacrifices, the Turkish war equipment don't do wrong in targeting the residential areas by all 

military attacking means, in this file we will bring several cases of civilians who are heavily 

injured in different areas and villages in Afrin. 

Haj Khalil village: in 25th of February 2018, Turkish occupant army bombed Haj Khalil village 

in Rajo shire, and the civilian Shukri Ali Hajiko, 57 years old from Haj Khalil village in Rajo 

shire heavily injured, he was burned in his face and all other parts of his body. 

His burning wasn't cause of normal cannon because his case was strange, usually the cannon 

bombe and turned into fragments, but civilian Shukri case is different so it indicates to 

strange material during the bombardment on the village.   

 

 

The injured Shukri Ali Hajiko – Haj Khalil village 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Badina village: in 24th of February, the occupant Turkish army bombed Badina village in 

Mabata shire, caused injuries with civilian Muhammed Nuraldin Shaaban, 17 years old from 

Badina village in Mabata shire in his head. 

 

 

Injured Muhammed Nuraldin Shaaban – Badina Village 

 

The center of Jindres shire: in 25th of February 2018, occupant Turkish army targeted the 

center of Jindres shire by bombes and cause heavy injuries with the civilian Nizar Khalil 

Ashkhar after they bombed his house in Jindrese.  

 



 
 

 

The injured Nizar Khalil Ashkhar – from the center of Jindrese shire  

 

The coming convoy to Afrin: in 25th February 2018, occupant Turkish army targeted the 

coming convoy to Afrin to support people there with bombs and jets, so the civilian Maryam 

Shahin Suleman from the coming convoy to Afrin from Minbj city hardly horrified because of 

the Turkish bombardment on the convoy by air attacks and bombes.  

 



 
 

 

Maryam Shahin Suleman- Minbj city 

 

Berkasha village: before 14 days, occupant Turkish army targetd Barkhasha village in Bulbul 

shire by many air attacks. In the result of the bombardment, the civilian Rashed Abdulhanan 

Sido 35 years old from Barkhash village in Bulbul shire died and his term was taken in 26-2-

2018 under ruins after 14 days of bombardment. 

 

 

 



 
 

The died Rashed Abulhanan Sido – Barkhasha - Bulbule 

 

February 2018, occupant Turkish army bombed Jalama village in  thJalama village: in 26

Jindrese shire, so the civilian Muhammed Omar Hamo,43 years old from Jalama village in 

Jindrese shire heavily injured in his head and parts of his body.  

 

 

The injured Muhammed Omar Hamo- Jalama village – Jindrese shire 

 

The doctor Khalil Sabri: in 26-2-2018 the doctor in Afrin hospital Khalil Sabri said that 

occupant Turkish army is using all kinds of available weapons and  which are internationally 

forbidden also in his bombardment on civilians and their homes in different villages and 

shires of Afrin region. In the recent time, he use chemical weapons also and strange 

materials and weapons, so in 26-2-2018 the hospital receive the civilian Shukri Ali Hajiko, 

and he was had strange burning on his face and other part of his body in the result of 

Turkish bombardment on his village Barkhash in Bulbule shire. 

In the end, the doctor Khalil Sabri call the international society to fast intervene to stop 

attacks of Turkish aggression who violate and break the humanity border and conscience of 

the world in Afrin.    



 
 

 

The doctor Khalil Sabri – doctor in Afrin hospital 

 

Address: 

Khamishlo Center: new train station building, storey 3 

Al-Hassaka branch, Klasa next to the general center of police (Asayish) 

Afrin branch, Al-Mahmudiyah, opposite of petrol station, storey 1 
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